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The role played by a tourist destinations image in the process of decision-making and choice is significant. (Frais, et al. 2011; Beerli and Martin, 2004; Chen and Kerstetter, 1999; Baloglu and McCleary, 1999a; Milman and Pizam, 1995; Woodside and Lyonski, 1989). However there is currently very little International information linking online visitor generated content (VGC), mobile technologies and Destination Image, and there has been no related published research within the Irish context. Armano (2010) outlines that content found online in relation to a destination can be owned, earned, paid or shared content such as VGC. The Internet comprises of various types of web platforms that can be classified into organic, induced, or autonomous information sources (Llodrà-Riera et al. 2015). Destination image is categorized by Hyun & O’Keefe (2012) as Organic Image, Induced Image and Actual experience. Technology needs to be the key instrument to innovate and enhance co-creation of the tourist experience, and thereby create richer experiences and add value for the consumer (Govers 2002). This research will focus on social and cultural representations of destinations as represented through VGC on e-platforms using mobile technology. Online platforms currently available to travelers will be assessed and critical success factors identified. The focus of this research will be on VGC and how it is utilized before, during and after visiting a destination. It will identify what factors motivate visitors to create digital content. A blended mixed method approach will be adopted for this postgraduate research. The primary method will rely on an exploratory study of VGC with quantitative and qualitative research methods, Utilizing a content analysis approach of tourist e-platforms and field research to identify current trends, patterns and emergent themes in context of international literature. A large representative sample of holidaymakers and national tourism businesses will accomplish this. The research will identify and assess domestic and international tourist’s use of mobile technology in the context of VGC. The research will also identify motivations behind VGC and any potential barriers to using mobile technology as encountered by tourists such as availability of WIFI, roaming charges and reception. The data gathered will identify if there is a need to improve and develop technological e-platforms in terms of functionality for the tourism industry, and if so to make appropriate recommendations. The intent of this research is to contribute to new knowledge on the impact of VGC on Destination Image. It seeks to improve our understanding on the changing landscape of e-platforms due to the proliferation of mobile technologies. Furthermore, there is a gap in knowledge specific to VGC via mobile technologies and its impact on destination image. The research will bridge this gap by examining VGC such as images, reviews, blogs, podcasts etc. The research will generate baseline findings on visitor-generated content in an Irish context. VGC will play an increasing role in Destination Image with social and cultural representations of a destination being shaped by a collaborative online narrative.
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Introduction

There is a general consensus about the significance of a tourist destinations image in the process of decision-making and choice. (Frais, et al. 2011; Baloglu and McCleary, 1999a; Beerli and Martin, 2004; Chen and Kerstetter, 1999; Milman and Pizam, 1995; Woodside and Lyonski, 1989). The body
of literature establishes that the information sources that individuals are exposed to influence the formation of perceptions of a destination prior to visit (Fraiss, et al. 2011). Studies on the influence of word-of-mouth (WOM) communications have also existed for many decades (Tseng et al. 2014, Brown and Reingen, 1987 and Richins, 1983) and the importance of WOM on business has been widely discussed and researched, particularly since the worldwide adoption of Internet technologies revolutionized the distribution and influence of WOM (Ye et al 2010, Anderson, 1998, Goldenberg et al., 2001, Stokes and Lomax, 2002 and Zhu and Zhang, 2006). Tourism-influenced representations of destinations are an important component of the reputation and success of a destination, due to the effect of digital (electronic) WOM (Zhou, L 2014; Choi et al. 2007; Govers et al 2007; Reidl et al 2002). This research sets out to examine the impact of Visitor Generated Content (VGC) through mobile technologies on Ireland's Destination Image, and how VGC can be harnessed through sustainable collaborative communication into the future. Online platforms currently available to travelers will be assessed and critical success factors identified. The focus of this research will be on VGC and how it is utilized before, during and after visiting a destination. It will identify what factors motivate visitors to create digital content.

VGC and Destination Image

There is currently very little International information linking VGC with Destination Image (Llodrà-Riera et al. 2015; Martínez et al. 2012; Munar, 2011) and there has been no related published research within the Irish context. Wayne et al. (2015) examine the evolution of image throughout the trip experience by using smartphone technology to record images and perceptions finding that Image fluctuates during the trip experience with arrival and departure scores having a strong impact on post trip evaluation. Armano (2010) outlines the type of content found online in relation to a destination. Owned content consists of tourism websites, apps and custom portals or pages such as tourism providers own online listings, blog, video or podcast. Paid Media refers to money exchanged for space online such as banner ads or endorsements. Earned Media can consist of reviews, articles, online TV and Radio. Finally shared media consists of content shared, and communities built on, third party social networks. Destination image is defined as ‘an interactive system of thoughts, opinions, feelings, visualizations, and intentions towards a destination.’ (Tasci et al. cited in Zhou et al. 2014) and categorized by Hyun & O'Keefe (2012) as:

- **Organic Image** – direct experience or non-touristic information. (eg. TV reports, documentation, or friends experiences).
- **Induced Image** – indirect experience, tourist info eg. Brochure, adds etc.
- **Actual experience** – unmediated interaction, visual, auditory, taste, smell and touch. (strongest influence)

Some previous studies (e.g., Beerli & Martin, 2004) have concluded that the Internet can influence the perceived image of a destination, and generally assumes that the Internet is an induced source. In contrast, Llodrà-Riera et al. (2015) suggests that the Internet comprises various types of web platforms that can be classified into organic, induced, or autonomous, in line with Gartner’s (1993) classification of traditional, offline information sources.

Llodrà-Riera et al. (2015) demonstrate that VGC constitutes part of the information sources latent variable, and suggest it would be interesting to determine the precise weight that VGC exerts on each type of image (i.e., cognitive, affective, and unique). Similarly Munar (2011) makes recommendations for developing an analytical strategy to examine, select, classify, monitor, and evaluate content generated by travelers. According to Llodrà-Riera et al. (2015) such an analytical strategy has great potential to help marketing organizations understand destination image
formation processes and points to the suggestion by Martínez et al. (2012) that destination management systems may also work well, serving as a “mash-up” of content that already exist in the network while consolidating the destination offer by maintaining an integrative, flexible, professional collaboration among administrations, the private sector, customers, and residents.

Consumers now play an active part in co-creating their own experiences, (Govers et al. 2007, Stamboulis and Skayannis, 2000). According to Govers (2002) technology needs to be the key instrument to innovate and enhance co-creation and thereby create richer experiences and add value for the consumer. Technology is becoming smaller, more portable, universal, wireless ready and more multi-functional with an increasing assortment of applications providing access to specialized information (McKay, K. and Vogt, C. 2012). Recent statistics from Fáilte Ireland (2012) identifies the following in relation to hotel bookings and mobile technology;

- 82% of mobile customers booked within 1 day of arrival
- 56% were within 20 miles of the hotel
- 35% within 1 mile of the hotel

A recent Google survey found that social networks influenced approximately 40% of peoples travel plans, while 50% based their travel plans on other people’s reviews and experiences (Fáilte Ireland, 2013) concluding that consumers trust opinions from other users far more than they trust any other form of marketing message.

**Method**

This research will focus on social and cultural representations of destinations as represented through VGC via mobile technology. It will generate baseline findings on VGC in an Irish context. A mixed method approach adopting an exploratory study of VGC will rely on quantitative and qualitative research methods including content analysis of tourist e-platforms and field research to identify textual themes. In order to probe tourism stakeholders and examine impact of VGC via mobile technologies on Destination Image, a theoretical framework will be designed incorporating the major themes emerging from the literature. The research will identify and assess domestic and international tourist’s use of mobile technology as portals to destinations when they travel in general and within Ireland. A large representative sample of holidaymakers and tourism businesses will accomplish this. The research will identify motivations behind VGC and any potential barriers to using mobile technology as encountered by tourists such as availability of WIFI, roaming charges and reception. The data gathered will identify if there is a need to improve and develop technological e-platforms in terms of functionality for the tourism industry, and if so to make appropriate recommendations. This will include identifying gaps between domestic and international tourists and across demographic groups, as well as through comparative analysis and gap identification between Ireland and other destinations. Travel providers will also be included in the research and surveying in order to understand their level of involvement with next generation technology applications, and how they can benefit regionally and based on sub sectors of the tourism industry. The research will therefore be utilising multiple methods (e.g.) in-depth interviews analysed using Nvivo, content and textual analysis of the VGC on tourist platforms such as Trip advisor, Air BnB etc. Again utilising Nvivo software to help manage the data and allow for coding of the data and the emergence of current themes within the data. Quantitative content analysis can involve assessing keywords in the context of their specific meaning in the text (Krippendorf, 2004) as well as frequency and intensity (Jennings, 2010; Sarantakos, 2005; Neuman, 2006) and visual materials (Mohammed, Guillat and Law, 2015; Vitouladiti, 2014; Muehlenhaus, 2011; Molloy and Fennell, 1998). One of the priorities of this research is to determine how technology is changing the way we choose, experience
and perceive destinations, the digital footprint we leave behind, and whether the technologies in place are being fully utilized and are helpful to visitors before, during and after travel.

Conclusion

The intent of this research is to contribute new knowledge on the impact of visitor generated content (VGC) on Destination Image, and to identify how VGC can be harnessed through sustainable collaborative communication into the future. It also seeks to improve our understanding on the changing landscape of e-platforms due to the proliferation of mobile technologies. VGC will play an increasing role in Destination Image with social and cultural representations of a destination being shaped by a collaborative online narrative. The literature shows that while these changes have been taking place over the last twenty years, there is a gap in the research when it comes to VGC via evolving mobile technologies. The research will bridge this gap by identifying why tourists create content and how this content can affect Destination Image.
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